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Custom or Standard Lead Length- What’s the Connection?

In the January issue of The Salamander News, an article was written about the delivery of elements and how to get
them faster.  One area of concern that was not mentioned in the article, is lead lengths.  Burger King, and their
popular slogan, could be responsible for American’s wanting everything “ their way”  and the reason we get orders
for 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and even 12 inch lead lengths.  It seems that no one can “give an inch or two” and the result
is waiting for us to produce an element with custom lead lengths and paying more for them.

Our standard lead lengths for stock items are 3 and 6 inches.  We don’t like to cut down the 6” elements for 3”
sales due to loss in production costs and reduction of our stock of elements with 6” leads.  The question is:  Do you
really “need” custom lead lengths?

The main purpose of lead length is to connect the heater to the high temperature wire, either by some type of
connector or terminal box.  Customers feel they need longer leads to either reach the terminal box or to continue to
reach their connection when replacement calls for cutting the lead wire in order to reconnect.  There are many
different methods for connection, and choosing the right one can save you time and money.

The cheapest way to connect a lead wire to the electrical source is by using a butt splice connector.  The problem
with this connection is that it is permanent.  Once it is crimped on it must be cut off to replace.  This cutting,
continuously reduces the length of the high temperature connector wires in the machine.  Knowing this will happen,
a customer will order leads long enough to compensate for this.  Eventually they will probably have to do the more
permanent type of connection that should have been done in the first place.

The next best option would be to use ring terminals as your connection.  Ring terminals, though crimped on, are
connected with a screw and then wrapped with tape.  Replacement involves unwrapping the connection,
unscrewing it, reconnecting it to the new heater and rewrapping.  No lead length is lost because nothing needs to be
cut, though time is wasted through the replacement process.  Though better than a butt splice, this is still not the best
of practices.

The fastest, easiest, and most economical method in the long run  for small jobs is to use the TB-1, often called the
“replaceable butt splice”.  The TB-1 is a small, ceramic, insulted single-pole, connector that holds the connecting
wires by small screws.  Because it is insulated, no wrapping is required as with the ring terminals.  Though the TB-1
has an initial higher cost than the ring terminal, long term savings are higher in replacement time and unneeded tape.

Use of the TB-1s is not economical for large panels.  The TB-2 is the best method for wiring jobs using multiple
heaters.  The TB-2 is a double-pole, ceramic, insulted connector that is mounted to the panel.  Mounting them close
enough to the heater will easily allow for the use of our standard 3 or 6 inch lead lengths.  In fact, all of our in stock
reflectors are designed to work best with a 3” lead length due to the placement of the terminal block.
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Connection and replacement of heaters using terminal blocks is as quick and easy as  turning a screw.  A TB-3 is
available for running two heaters in a series at 480V and even a TB-4, a 4-pole connector is available for special uses.

If your specifying engineer or customer is requesting something other than the standard 3 or 6 inch lead length, questions
should be asked concerning their need for these lengths.  As is often true, investing even a small amount in a better
product can cause multiple, often unrealized, savings over time.  OEM’s too can consider these alternatives as
value-added options for their products.

NPE - Discounted Tickets Available

If you are planning on attending the National Plastics Exposition (NPE) this June 19-23 in Chicago, we will be
happy to send you tickets that offer a 50% ($30) reduction of the on-site registration cost of $60.00.  Simply fill out the
form below and fax or mail it to the U.S. office. 616-784-7775 Attn: Terry.

_____________________________________________________ # of Tickets needed _____
Name

____________________________________________________________________________
Company Name

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Address


